NoGa News

May Special
Feature:

Homebrewing

North Georgia QRP Club
May 2007 Meeting
The May 2007 meeting was held on May 12
at the Wieuca Road Baptist Church, 2636
Peachtree Road, Atlanta. NoGa meetings are
held on the 2nd Saturday of each month.
Norm, WA4ZXV guided us through the
proceedings. The following were present:
WA4ZXV, Norm
K2UFT, Dick
KB4KFT, Bill
KD4SGN, Mike
AF4MN, Guy
W4PDZ, Jim
KE6TI, Harold
Brooks Lide
KX4OM, Ted
W4BLB, Bobby
KI4IXR, Steve
AE4NY, Russ

AA4CX, Bob
W4JHR, Joe
AB4GK, John
KO4WX, Mike
KC4ZUA, Arnold
KI4UTY, Rob
K8EAB, Wey
KI4IYA, Addison
K4PQC, Phil
W4QO, Jim
KF4UPO, Michael

Norm, WA4ZXV - Passing the basket for
the meeting room rent

We had a very fine turnout on a beautiful
morning. Five, yes 5, folks came for the
first time, and they underwent the arduous
initiation rites of becoming NoGa Members
("Repeat after me: I am NoGa Member.") A
hearty welcome to all, and they also will
have a special photo commemorating the
event on the club web page at
www.nogaqrp.org.
Opening remarks - Norm, WA4ZXV
FDIM! It's almost here, and will be by the
time this edition of the NoGa News is
published. Norm has been bustin' it to get
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ready. He has coordination responsibilities
for a lot of what goes on at the event, which
of course is all volunteer work. Norm
announced that NoGa will have a table at
the Atlanta Radio Club Hamfest. There was
some discussion as to whether to have the
NoGa meeting at the Hamfest on June 2nd,
but the membership decided to keep them
separate and meet on the 2nd Saturday as
usual. Volunteers are needed to man the
table.
NoGa 80 meter weekly CW net report
Guy, AF4MN, the NoGa Tuesday night CW
net control, reports a few checkins each
week (four a week ago). Last Tuesday,
several people reported trying to check in
when conditions were described as horrible.
The time and frequency have been
established at 9:00 P.M. EST,and 3.577 +/- 1
MHz.

Member Reports
Joe, W4JHR, answering a question from
Norm about making his antenna work
better,says the MFJ-914 antenna tuner seems
to make the rig look like it's tuned up well.
Mike, KD4SGN reports that he just got his
General ticket last week, and this is his first
vist to NoGa. Congratulations to Mike, and
welcome to the club!

Jim is building not one, but two solid state
linear amps, one using MRF449As, and the
other, MRF450s. (Sunspot cycle equalizers,
I call them - ed.)
John, AG4GK has just been following the
news, reading QRP Quarterly and QST.
Good to see you, John. The drive from over
in Monroe is quite a haul.

Bill, KD4KFT just built a 6 meter dipole,
and hopes to have it up this weekend. This
is Bill's first club meeting as well. Welcome,
Bill, and don't be a stranger. We'll be
looking forward to seeing you at many more
NoGa meetings and events.
Dick, K2UFT brought up the subject of an
auto-tuner for Norm. Whatever Norm has
tried so far, he can't get it to tune 80 through
10 meters.
Guy, AF4MN built a board for a fox hunt
setup that measures the phase difference
between two antennas.
Mike, KO4WX checked in to the ARES net
with 25 Watts and a dipole. Mike showed
copies of the latest QRP Quarterly, which
should be hitting mailboxes soon. Mike, of
course has been Editor of the magazine for
the last four years, and sadly for all of us,
this is his last issue. What a great job Mike
has done. Mike is giving NoGa several
copies to take to FDIM.
Jim, W4PDZ is building a KX-1 for another
ham, with the possibility of taking on
another Elecraft build. For his own station,
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NoGa May Meeting Group Photo
Wey, K8EAB did not work Scarborough
Reef/Island/sand dune. That, gentlemen, is
news. Furthermore, Wey says he couldn't
even hear them, but he could hear the
pileups. (Wey, it's time to look for
thumbtacks in your coax - ed.) Wey, John,
and Joe got into a good discussion on how to
"spot" a signal on 706, 746, and 756 rigs.
Wey has also ordered a 5-band Hex
beam...he's considering disguising it
somehow as an umbrella so he can sneak it
up without his neighbors seeing it.
Arnold, KC4ZUA has renewed interest in
QRP. He tried to sneak into the meeting
incognito, but we remember him from a few
years ago. What the heck, we let him take
the NoGa pledge all over again.

Rob, KI4UTY came to the meeting with
Arnold. He's taking the test to get HF
privileges. Attaboy, Rob...keep movin' on
up.
Bob, AA4CX is now one transistor away
from completing the W7ZOI Mark-II rig.
The regulars at the Thursday NoGa Lunch
Bunch have previously seen part of the rig,
built "ugly style", and last week we had the
opportunity to discuss the finer points of the
schematic.
Russ, AE4NY is trying get in the shack to
work 1 QSO a day. Russ says he's off to a
humble start...he worked Doraville, and he
lives in Chamblee.
Steve, KI4IXR is getting ready for FDIM.
Steve is planning on participating in the
Build-a-Thon.
Bob, W4BLB checked in to the net one
time. He brought up the subject of zerobeating the 706 again, and Guy chimed in,
and he says you need a BC-221. (That's a
frequency meter, for those who grew up in
the digital age -ed.)
Ted, KX4OM has been doing boat anchor
stuff, trying to get something that can get on
the air to work the NoGa and North Fulton
ARL nets. The Drake T-4XB now works
with the R-4B, but it doesn't have the right

10 meter crystal for the NFARL "Techs on
Ten" net. The HW-101 is now putting out
bunches of power on all bands, but won't
neutralize with 6146B finals, so it's dead
in the water. The HT-40 transmitter
rebuild is done, and the painting of the
cabinet on the matching SX-140 receiver
is the final step for that. A random wire is
planned to go up ASAP, as the Drake will
load at 5 Watts out on 80. Victory is near
at hand, for the NoGa check-in, anyway.
Ted brought along a homebrew grid dip
meter that he built back in 1976 or so.
Brooks Lide, who brought in an
interesting regen a couple of meetings ago
that was built on one of the plug-in
experiment boards, has been doing some
modeling of amplifiers on spreadsheets.
One in particular is the Wes Hayward
feedback amplifier circuit in Experimental
Methods in RF Design.
Addison, KI4YA attended the
presentation on QRP last Tuesday by Steve
Hudson, AA4BW to the Kennehoochee
Amateur Radio Club (Steve is a long-time
NoGa member -ed.) Addison is currently a
"no-code" General, as he put it, and is very
intersted in QRP. He also is interested in
the Hex beam. Addison mentioned that
the General and Extra Ga. Tech study
groups are being held at Tech on the 1st
Sunday of the month at 14:30, and
additional facilitators/mentors are needed
for the groups.
Phil, K4PQC is busy making a noise
blanker for the K-2. Not too busy to
participate in the Spartan Sprint, however.
Those of us at the Lunch Bunch got
advance word that Phil won this month,

KX4OM GDO (one 12AX7)
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and Phil brought in his amazing ATS-3 rig,
which appears to be contained in a one
molecule-thick copper case. The rig, with
earplugs, paddle, and power supply weighs
in at 2.4 ounces.

Phil's ATS-3 and paddle (not to the same
scale; the paddle is shown in a Maxim IC
shipping box)
Harold, KE6TI is getting ready for FDIM.
He's working on a shopping list. Last
month Ken, W4DU brought in his newlyacquired HBR-13, one of the classic
homebrew receivers published in QST in
the 1950's and 60's. That gave Harold an
idea. He's currently sorting through a box
of tubes that he got from a relative, with the
idea of designing and building a modernday receiver using vacuum tubes. (Don't
peek ahead, but this subject will be
discussed later in this issue - ed.)
Jim, W4QO reports that six NoGa
members are going to Dayton. Jim
operated the Spartan Sprint in the "Tubby"
division, but didn't submit a log. He also
worked 40 or 50 domestic stations on 10
meters, which has been open on E-skip. He
used DXWatch (www.dxwatch.com -ed.),
which can be filtered various ways; by
band, mode, continent, zone, etc. He
noticed that 6 meters was open to the
NorthEast (a dozen contacts) and Idaho and
South Dakota (the SD contact was running
QRP). PAR Electronics (Dale Parfitt) is
selling a three element omnidirectional
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horizontal 6 meter antenna and a stressed
Moxon, both at very reasonable prices ($80
for the Moxon beam). He worked a lot of
CW on 6 in the morning, between 10 and
noon using his 756. He says that he had
never worked other than local contacts on 6
meters until now. Jim gave a heads up on the
WPX contest this month, which is really
favorable for QRP in terms of multipliers
(prefixes). Jim scored 5th in the country
running QRP last year. Other things coming
up are the June VHF Party, and the weekly
North Fulton Amateur Radio League's Techs
on Ten net on Fridays at 9 P.M. on 28.470
MHz. (This is a fun local net; I worked it
until I had problems with the HW-101 -ed.)
Mike, KF4UPM is another first-timer and
holds a Technician license. He is a member
of the Stone Mountain Alford Memorial club.
He says he has an Altoids tin, and he wants to
build a kit or something to put in it. That's
the spirit, Mike! He's trying to get into
WinLink and packet and needs to get his
knowledge level up.
Other Items
A reminder: the Atlanta Radio Club
Hamfest is June 2, and NoGa will have a
table.
Jim, W4QO brought in an interesting item,
an AM-FM-SW crank radio that several
NFARL members bought while on a field trip
to Fry's in Alpharetta a few weeks ago. Other
than the fact that it is yellow, and carries a
different brand name, it is identical to the
Grundig they sell for $39.95. It currently is
$19.95, but during the NFARL trip, they were
on sale for $9.95. (I believe that everyone on
the trip bought one - ed.) It doesn't have a

BFO, but an external homebrew BFO
could be used, similar to the one Jim
brought to an earlier meeting along with
the eBay special NexxTech radio that has a
digital frequency counter for a display. Jim
also showed off his OPEK portable/mobile
antenna, based loosely on the Outbacker
design. This one is base loaded, with the
wander-wire plugging in at the appropriate
point. It tunes 40 to 6 meters, and is
available from R&L Electronics on the
web. (I couldn't find a 40-10 version, but
they currently have an 80-10 model for
$44.95 -ed.) Jim explained the "HFPack"
group, who like to do pedestrian mobile
field ops. You may see some of them
walking around at Dayton. He says that
one guy was HFPacking with a 700 Watt
amplifier strapped to his back, so it isn't all
QRP!
Door Prizes were the $15 Ham Radio
Outlet gift certificate, a battery checker, a
plastic carry case, several 12 V 1 A
transformers, and some some more Delrin
blocks. Harold, KE6TI brought in several
small parts for all to grab. The transistors
Harold had are 2SD2139s with a "power
out" rating of 5 Watts or so. They have an
Ft of 50 MHz, so the should be good up to
40 meters. There were also some small
mounted speakers, and some 20 V power
transformers.

NoGa News
 

May Special Feature: Homebrewing with
NoGa member Harold Smith, KE6TI
When we say "Homebrewing", it can be
taken to mean a lot of things. When we
build a rig such as the Elecraft K-2, or back
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in an earlier generation, a Heathkit rig, and
make the thing work, to many of us, that is
homebrewing...we built it ourselves. Also,
building a piece of gear from a design
published in QRP Quarterly, or QST, or from
the web using a prefabricated printed circuit
board, with or without a kit of parts, can
considered homebrewing. A bit more
challenging is taking a schematic, ordering
parts, and building it "Ugly" or "Manhattan"
style, or making a PC board...that's
homebrewing. The ultimate is working from
an idea, your own dreamed-up concept of a
transmitter, or piece of test gear...that is most
certainly homebrewing, because other than
making the transistors and some other parts,
you're doing it all. This is an article about a
man who can, and does, do it all.

Harold, KE6TI with three of his many
homebrew rigs.
I'm meeting with Harold at his home in
Tyrone, south of Atlanta Monday evening.
As we pass through the living room, Harold
shows me the first of several bookshelves.
These are the prized books, the ones that
obviously mean the most to him. I spot
several editions of Terman's classic Radio
Engineering (these sell for over $100 in
good condition, check Amazon), Reference

Data for Radio Engineers, (multiple
editions), Horowitz's The Art of Electronics,
and many other treasures. Also, a lot of
special topics books pertinent to Harold's
career in not only electrical engineering, but
radio and TV production. As we head for
the basement, Harold says, "Prepare
yourself; this is all that you are going to see
that is neat."

which he says is a bit safer than his
homebrew supply...harder to accidentally
get across the AC lines. The rigs on the
main table are homebrew tranceivers for 40
and 30 meters, and the one on the shelf
above is for 20. Harold has brought each of
these rigs to NoGa meetings, along with
several others.
That depends on one's definition of "neat".
As we enter the basement, there is the usual
collection of miscellaneous household items
stored away, but then we enter a passage to
the back of the basement between shelves of
electronics equipment, and more books,
many books of vendor information,
including Toko Inductors, RCA tubes, and
others, and I notice that there are other
passages between other sets of shelves. We
then enter a large space to the end wall on
the left where Harold has his operating
station. All this, so far I note to myself is
very neat, as in "really cool" to the following
generation. I have a feeling that there is
more good "stuff" stored here than I can
possibly imagine.
We then walk over to the operating desk.
The first thing I ask Harold is "Is everything
I see is homebrew?" He reaches behind the
desk and pulls out a small switching supply,
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KE6STI current main rigs
Harold mentions the boxes on the top shelf.
In one is an Icom 2m/440 MHz FM
transceiver, and in the other is an MFJ-9406
6 meter SSB transceiver. Harold says he
really likes 6 meters, but he only operated
the rig a few times after buying it at a
hamfest shortly before they moved to
Georgia. Neither has been unpacked yet.
Two interesting homebrew gadgets are the

tuner for the 450-Ohm Ohm ladder line and
the resistive SWR bridge. The bridge has
three 50 Ohm resistors and the sampled RF to
make up the bridge circuit. With this
arrangement, the transmitter can see no more
than a 2:1 SWR while tuning up, and then the
bridge is switched out of the circuit in the
"Operate" position.
40 meter dual-VFO transceiver
was published in QST a few years ago. I
note that the rig also has variable bandwidth
tuning and selectable front end attenuators.
The 20 meter transceiver is one that I have
not seen before, except briefly looking over
Harold's two stacks of equipment at this
year's GARS TechFest. Harold offers to
open it up so I can take a look inside.

20 meter super-VXO transceiver
Homebrew SWR bridge, and balanced line
tuner
Harold points out that the 20 meter rig is
VXO-controlled, using a "super VXO"
configuration (two crystals in parallel for the
same frequency). The other two rigs are
VFO-controlled, and Harold says all three of
them work very nicely. The 40 meter rig is
varactor-controlled, and the 30 meter unit
has a nice reduction drive capacitor from an
FM radio, using several sections in parallel.
The 40 meter rig has RIT, XIT, and split
operating capabilities, with the two tuning
dials. The range is from 7.0 to about 7.1
MHz. It uses the Unicounter readout that
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As Harold works on the case screws, he
explains the super-VXO particulars of this
rig (I'm wondering how the heck one can get
a 70 kHz tuning range out of a VXO.) He
explains that the VXO frequency of 11.0592
is doubled to 22 MHz, and then the mixer
produces an 8 MHz IF. He mentions that
the enclosure is recyclyed from some other
equipment, like almost all of his gear. He
uses "Ugly" construction virtually
exclusively. With some of his rigs, he uses
several individual boards for the various
stages or modules. I have seen a couple that
have the boards stacked on end, from front
to back of the rig, with each board maybe

1-1/2 by 6 inches. In this particular
transceiver, he uses two horizontally stacked
boards for the receiver section. Harold

Two views of the 20 m rig's internals
explains that building on relatively small
boards makes it easier to check them out.
Harold asks if I'd like to see any of the other
rigs' internals. I reply that I'd especially like
to see the inside of the 40m rig, as I've not
seen that one. Harold brought it to a NoGa
meeting, but that must have been one I
missed. He also mentions that he doesn't
have anything to take to Dayton this year, as
he usually does, because he has been so
busy with work. He picks the rig up and
says, "This one's tougher to get into...let's
go over to the shop." My excitement starts
to build.

Moving across to the other half of the end of
the basement, we pass by boxes of boxes, or
more appropriately, empty equipment
cabinets. Harold says he likes his radios to
go into fairly nice looking cabinets. As we
continue on through the shelf aisle, he points
out boxes as we pass by. "Parts... parts...
parts...." I comment, "It looks like a
commercial enterprise here." Harold says,
"I've got ...everything; not necessarily a lot
of them, but I've got everything." Moving
on, Harold points out, "Here we have mostly
organized parts along this wall. A lot of
sample stuff from vendors."
Finally we reach the workbench/lab area.
Looking over the bank of test equipment,
my vision blurs as I try to take it in all at
once. There is a mix of name-brand test
equipment, including a couple of
oscilloscopes, a URM-25D signal generator
(I have a formerly-working one of those), a
lot of homebrew stuff, and some things I just
can't identify as to purpose. I also notice
even more books, ARRL handbooks and
other technical references. I notice the
Handbook lying on the bench is the 1962
edition. Meanwhile, Harold is working on
the case screws to the 30m rig.

Removing the transceiver case at the
workbench
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Harold mentions that this is the radio he
uses probably more than any of the rest, not
just because it's 40 meters, which is the
best band right now, but because it works
really well. This articular rig has one of the
9 MHz crystal filters that GQRP sells. He
bought a few at Dayton one year, and they
sell them for $15 or $20. Since I'm
building a transceiver based on the
Belthorn SSB IF module, and it's set up for
500 Ohms impedance for the filter, I picked
up one from Harold, to be replaced at the
Dayton hamfest price. That leaves me with
a few 9 MHz IF crystals that I've already
characterized to be used for other projects.
Harold comments on the 1962 Handbook,
"This was my first, 1962. This was the one
that did it. You can see that it's been rather
gone through." I asked when he actually
got his license. "I got my Novice in
November 1961. I was WN8CIU. It was a
week or two before Oscar 1 went up. The
license didn't arrive until February...by the
time the Novice license arrived, I'd already
passed my Technician license. I made
maybe half a dozen contacts as a Novice,
and then I was on 6 meters for a gazillian
years."

Some of the test equipment at KE6TI
The URM-25D is partially shown at the left
of the top photo. The homebrew frequency
counter above the scope in the top photo
was built by Harold in the early 1970's. He
bought a set of boards and a set of
instructions from a guy at a hamfest flea
market. He recalls ordering the parts from
PolyPaks. It originally ran 47xx ICs, but he
has updated it a few times since then, the
most recent change being to 74HCTxx ICs,
which makes it run a lot cooler. He hardly
uses it anymore, as he has three other
frequency counters. The frequency counter
shown on the next page will do "delta", or
the difference in count between the last two
frequencies. It is ideal for crystal frequency
matching (note the machined pin IC socket.)
It is currently reading 1 Hz on the readout,

Harold then starts pointing out a few things
in the shop. He points out a VHF signal
generator that goes to 250 MHz, and a
sweep generator that goes to 300 MHz.
The sweep gen is by Marconi Instruments,
and Harold says he bought it from his
employer at the time, RCA for $7, as they
were getting rid of a bunch of stuff in a big
employee auction. He bought other test
equipment as well, but a Boonton Q-Meter
vanished in the move to Atlanta. The
URM-25D was picked up for $15 at the
flea market at Dayton, 20 years ago, at
least. He uses it most of all.
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1970's frequency counter, ideal for
matching crystal frequencies
and Harold demonstrated it with a couple of
crystals. The oscillator is built in, or it can
use an external oscillator. After the first
crystal is read, one can hit the Mode button,
and as each subsequent crystal is inserted, it
will read the difference from the first
crystal. Harold actually sent the designer
the oscillator circuit he liked to use at the
time, and that was incorporated into the
counter.

Modified W7ZOI/W7PUA-designed Log
Power Meters
a feature for reading off an analog meter,
which can be centered using the Offset
control, to watch trends. Both of the meters
have an output in mV/dBm that Harold uses
with a sweep generator (Harold published the
sweep generator design in the Spring 2007
QRP Quarterly). He has the sweep generator
hooked up to his 45 MHz scope, and uses the
150 Mhz scope for other measurements.
Harold says that he built the sweep generator
a couple of years ago. He refers to his set of
engineer's logbooks to find the information.

The internals of the 40 meter transceiver.
The VFO is 1.85 - 2 MHz. The crystal
filter is the long silver unit.
Harold, who was kind enough to calibrate
my W7ZOI Log Power Meter, has built two
for himself, each with special features. The
first one shown has the add-on circuit from
the QEX article to read out directly in dBm.
The second one is modified to read out dBm
on an external DVM, but Harold also added
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As an engineering professional, Harold uses
his logbooks religiously. Many times he
writes the number and page of the logbook
on a circuit board that he has designed. He
finds the information. "Here it is, 2004.
February 2004. Last thing I built before I
moved down here." He's on his 6th logbook
now.
I notice that Harold's soldering station is a
Hakko 936, as is mine. He says, "Yeah, I
got that when they tossed tossed it out at
work." He says that they have a 4-foot cube
box that they use for scrap, mostly circuit
boards, but every once in awhile they throw
parts away, and he brings a lot of them to
give away at NoGa meetings.

M-Cubed Transistor Analyzer, reading
what turned out to be a PNP transistor
out a Fluke. No $3.95, made in China
specials for this expert. The Fluke and a
Simpson 260 (with battle armor, and roll-up
door) Harold considers to be prized
possesions, as he won them in
homebrewing contests. He got the 260 the
first time he entered a homebrewing
contest.

As I relate to Harold how my first Hakko
was destroyed by its proximity to a
disconnected 450 Ohm ladder line, he walks
to the window and points out his. "You can
see that it's disconnected. It's running right
straight down into the middle of the yard
there. It feeds a full wave loop, a little more
than 160 meters around. The feedline hangs
down with a couple of banana plugs on it,
and they plug into a couple of banana jacks
on the wall."

I happened to mention that some crystals
that Harold had brought in to NoGa were
the best I've tested to date on my PVXO rig.
He says, "You need crystals..." and starts
tapping large boxes on shelves around the
shop. "Crystals, crystals, crystals crystals,
crystals." I said they look like they've been
sorted. He says that he went through the
entire inventory, and then boots up an old
DOS machine running a spreadsheet. All of
his crystals are listed by frequency, but not
exactly counted. Many entries are shown
as simply "bag". It took him a week to do
the inventory. I mention that I'm planning
on building a 6 meter rig, and he says,
"Sideband, or CW?" Sideband, for this one,
I say. Then he quickly calculates a

The next thing we look at is not homebrew,
but as Harold says, "It's a wonderful little
gadget." The device is an M-Cubed
component checker kit that he bought at
Dayton last year. He picks up a random 3pin device and randomly attaches it to the
three clip leads on the unit. (See the reviews
on eHam.net at (http://www.eham.net/
reviews/detail/4740). He says, "Hah! It's a
PNP transistor, HFE of 94 at 11.74
milliAmps."
I ask what he uses for a DVM, and he points
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amplifier, and a large one. The amp has
been in storage for a long time, and has not
held up very well. The power transformer
is huge, for a TV transformer. Harold says
it puts out about 650 Volts, and more
current than he ever needed. The amp used
6146Bs.

superVXO at 20.499 MHz, triples that to
give 61.5 MHz, and then he says, "Use
11.2899 MHz crystals that I've got scads of.
Build a crystal filter with that, and you are
at 50.2 or so." He calculates it exactly as
50.211. "You start with a superVXO at 20
MHz, and you ought to get 30 to 50 kHz
right there, and then triple it, and you ought
to be able to get all the way down to 50.1
easily." And I had been thinking about the
difficulty of building a stabilized VFO for
6...this amazes me. I came home with a
pocket full of the VXO and IF crystals,
needless to say.

As difficult as it was, we had to leave the
basement and go upstairs, because I wanted
to talk to Harold about designing and about
analytical tools. He's made the comment at
NoGa meetings that he's designed more rigs
than he has built, and he told me recently
that he spends about 75 percent of his time
modeling, and 25 actually building.

Harold then shows me several sheets of
paper with homebrew crystal filters taped to
them, two or three filters per page, with
spectrum plots. He built them for entries in
crystal filter competions for one of his ham
clubs. Now that's hard-core homebrewing
competition.

On the way up, I ask him about the
comment he made at last Saturday's NoGa
meeting, that he wants to build a modern
tube radio. He's done a lot of research, but
no building yet. He says that in the 1960's,
most receivers had a 1st IF, somewhere in
the 3.5 to 4 MHz range, and then did a
conversion down to the 100 kHz or 50 kHz
to get the selectivity. They built up
selectivity by using a series of IF
transformers. When I mention Collins, he
points out that they did a wideband 1st IF,
and went to 455 kHz and used the
mechanical filters for virtually all
selectivity, as he put it, bulk selectivity, or
selectivity in one place, rather than
cumulative selectivity.

Harold rummages around the shop, and he
brings out several rigs that he has built, and
some are in the process of being rebuilt.
One is the Dave Benson pre-SWL 40-40
rig, built for 30 meters. Another 30 m radio
dates back to the 1970's, and uses coils
instead of toroids. He finds the first solid
state rig he ever built, also in the '70s. It
has a direct conversion receiver using an
MC1550 mixer. He mentions that this was
before he went back to school and got the
engineering degree (his first degree was in
Radio and TV Production).

As we enter the den/office, I see yet another
wall of books. Many are paperbacks that
I've read, including SF, detective and
mystery. Some familiar authors I notice are
Tom Clancy, Neal Stephenson, Anne Rice,
John D. MacDonald and Stephen Baxter.
I'm thinking, "How does he find the time,
with work, and all of that building?"

I then ask about tube stuff that he might
have built back then. He says that most of
that is probably gone, but we move out into
the shelf alleys, and Harold peeks into a
few boxes. Finally, he comes upon one at
the end of a row. It is a 6 meter power
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right, it is broadband (audio to well into
VHF), and the input is 50 Ohms without
using broadband tyransformer. The FET
used is a 2N5950, which unlike most FETs
that have a 5 to 1 range of Idss, this FET has
a 1.5 to 1 range. This translates to 10 to 15
mA. This leads to highly predictable
performance. Harold says he stumbled on it
in the Mouser catalog, and they were real
cheap, 10 or 15 cents, so he bought "a
hundred of them." According to Harold, "It
is a very unconventional looking IF amp that
works really well. It's stable, it has 50 Ohm
input and output, and 35 dB gain."

Harold talking about the art and craft of
electronics design
Harold's design process starts with a
conceptual design, and generally that is
driven by what is in his junk box. He
never builds the same radio twice. All of
the rigs in Harold's shack have distinctly
different designs. On the 30 meter rig, he
experimented with many types of mixers
before settling on the design of the rig, and
he says there a solder spots on the PC
board to show that.

I remark how much simpler it looks than the
one I built from EMRFD. I notice that
Harold's design doesn't have IF AGC, and I
point that out. Harold says he did some
experiments with AGC on it, and he goes to
the SPICE model to show how easy that is to
accomplish. He drops a 1k resistor from
base to ground on the 2nd BJT in the pair,
and sweeps the circuit to show the gain
reduction to 27 dB. He changes it to 10k,
and the gain drops to 6dB. He's displaying
the three sweeps simultaneously, and he
points out that at the IF frequency, the gain is
down to zero. The 10k resistor could be a
PIN diode, so the gain could be made
variable, depending on the feedback via the
diode.

As an engineer in RF design, Harold uses
computer engineering tools. His favorite is
SPICE, and specifically SIMetrix SPICE
(http://www.catena.uk.com). The demo
version includes enough functionality for
ham use, and the interface is
straightforward for windows users.

Harold says that he doesn't even bother
simulating things like a Colpitts oscillator;
he's built enough of them, and "It just
works." He concentrates on managing the
gain from block to block in his designs.
During testing, he adds tweaks if needed.
He points out that does it this way because
he's building only one rig; at work, however,
he has to have the receiver designs that he
does very closely specified, as they have to

Harold brings up an IF system on the
screen that he designed for the 30 m rig.
The mixer output is properly terminated at
50 Ohms. Rather than using a post-mixer
broadband feedback amp design, Harold's
design uses a 50 Ohm terminating resistor,
a capacitor and an FET input to a bipolar
differal amplifier pair. The key to Harold's
design is the grounded-gate FET; if biased
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be duplicated a "million times, and work
every time."
Harold says that this design we've looked at
has a minimal parts count, but he doesn't
worry about parts. "Transistors are cheap,"
he says, "but when I go about building this
tube radio, I'm going to count them. I'm not
going to throw a hundred tubes in there;
they're expensive and hard to get. But I
wouldn't have a problem throwing a hundred
transistors in a radio; they're cheaper than the
capacitors."
I ask Harold that if he sees SPICE as more
than an approximation, rather a very good
predictor of expected performance. He says,
"SPICE is very good at HF. At work, I use
SPICE in the FM band. At that frequency,
you have to worry about parasitics,
capacitances and lead inductances. But at
HF, SPICE just works." Harold has built
many of the component models himself, as
well as the other script requirements for use
in circuits. He has developed a fairly large
library, I see, as he scrolls through it.
He cautions about the variability of the
individual parts. "Every 2N3906 in here is
going to be just like every other 2N3906.
But when you go to build with it, they will
be different." (Again, go back to the close
specs on the FET he selected for the IF
system...he is essentially guaranteeing
himself the desired performance through
careful specification. That sounds like
awfully good engineering design, to me).

somewhere, I'll just say it is a design for an
oscilloscope probe circuit with a capacitance
of, oh, about 1 picoFarad or less. He can
measure the activity in a Hartley oscillator
circuit by probing directly on the coil, without
the oscillator discernably changing frequency
or amplitude.
I could have spent all night talking with
Harold, and I'd have loved to go back
downstairs and play in the lab for 30 or 40
hours straight. However, all good things must
come to a close, as does this edition of the
NoGa News. I sincerely appreciate Harold
taking the time from his schedule to allow me
to meet with him and just try to figure out
how he is able to do what he does so well. I
found I really can't explain it, I can merely
report on it.
So, that wraps up the May 2007 edition of
the NoGa News. If you have comments,
please contact me at kilocycles@yahoo.com
directly, or post a message to the nogaqrp
Yahoo group (nogaqrp@yahoogroups.com).
73,
Ted Bruce KX4OM

For those who enjoyed Harold's article on
the Log Power Meter sweep generator in
QRP Quarterly, there is more good stuff to
come. Without giving away all of the secrets
before it is submitted and published
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